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Revision on Modules 1-4 

Date:…/……/…..                                                                  

 

Name:………………………………… 

 

A) Vocabulary:  Choose the right answer A, B or C. 
 

1.  Marian listens to ……… in the evenings. 

 A films       B    puzzles        C  music 

 

10.   There is a fridge in the ……… . 

   A     kitchen      B   living room      C     bathroom 

2.   You need a ............. to chop the onions. 

      A  spoon        B knife      C  bowl 

 

11.   Athens is the ……… of Greece. 

     A     town     B  city           C    capital 
 

3.  We go to the park in the ……… . 

    A   afternoons    B  nights C   noon 

12.  There are lots of books at the ……… . 

     A  gym      B  hospital     C  library 
 

4. A: Your car is awesome! 

 B:  ……… . 

A  Thanks!    

B  No, there isn’t.      

C  Sounds nice. 

13. A: Which of the two girls? The short one with 

the brown hair? 

 B: ……… . 

 A  Oh, that’s my cousin, Sophie. 

 B  No, the tall one. 

 C  She’s very kind. 

 

5. My aunt is from ……… . She’s American. 

    A  the USA        B   the UK      C   Argentina 

14.    I like painting. My favourite subject is ……… . 

 A  Maths   B  History  C  Art 

 

6. Those are my keys and ……… is  my cap. 

       A  those        B  these      C  that 

15. There are two ……… in the living room. 

   A    pillows     B  sofas       C  curtains 

 

7.   Anna can play ……… very well. 

A   martial arts     B  gymnastics       C  tennis 

16.   George’s ……… is France. 

A    country       B   age            C   nationality  

 

8. A: Is there a living room in your house? 

 B: ……… . 

     A  It’s great!   

     B  Yes, there is      

     C It’s not very big. 

17.  A:  Can you come to my house? 

  B:  ……… . 

   A  Shall we meet at 3 o’clock? 

   B  Sure. What time? 

   C  How about 4 then? 

 

9.    A: Are you free tomorrow? 

 B:  ……… . 

 A  I’m OK.     

 B  I’d love to.          

18. A: Would you like to meet tomorrow? 

 B: ………  

  A  Sorry, I can’t make it. 

  B  5:30 pm is fine. 
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 C  I think so.   C Let’s go to the gym. 

 

19.   Fry the fish in a very hot ............. 

     A   whisk         B   pot            C  frying pan 

28. Isabel likes hanging out with ……… . 

     A   jigsaw puzzles        B  friends       C  music 

20. A: Where’s your grandmother from? 

       B:  ……… . 

A  She’s 82.    

 B  The short one.      

C   Spain. She’s Spanish. 

29. A:  Where’s he from? 

        B: ……… . 

  A  He’s 12. 

  B  The UK. He’s British. 

  C  It’s my cousin Chris. 

 

21.  I have a new white ……… in my bathroom. 

    A   sofa      B  sink         C  wardrobe 

30. At 7:00 pm every day, I ……… my favourite 

serial on the TV. 

  A  watch B  chat      C   do 

 

22.  Matt has his ……… at 8:30 pm every day. 

    A   breakfast      B  lunch          C dinner 

31. Ben always ……… a shower after the gym. 

       A  does      B  makes     C  takes 

23.    Can you buy a carton of ............ from the 

supermarket, on your way back? 

     A   tea            B milk         C   orange juice 

32. There are four ……… on the sofa. 

      A    carpets     B  paintings     C  pillows 
 

 

 

24.   School starts at ……… to nine. 

    A   o’clock     B    half       C   quarter 

33. There is a fridge in the ……… . 

   A  living room     B  bedroom     C   kitchen 

 

25. My uncle’s daughter is my ……… . 

      A   sister      B   cousin          C  wife 

34. Lots of people live in blocks of flats in the …… 

  A  city centre   B  countryside    C  suburbs 

 

26. A: This cake is delicious, but is it simple to 

make? 

   B:……… . 

      A   Oh yeah, it really is.           

      B  Thanks! It’s my mum’s recipe.      

      C  Then you add the strawberries. 

 

35. A: What’s your new house like? 

  B: ……… . 

    A  It’s not very big. 

    B  Yes, there is. 

    C  That’s OK. 

27.  Anna-Maria has ……… practice after school on 

Tuesdays. 

  A   volleyball     B   homework      C  board game 

 

36. My English lesson is ……… Tuesday and 

Thursday evenings 

  A  at    B  in      C  on 
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B. Grammar 

 

1. a. Complete the sentences with the correct possessive adjectives (κτητικές 

αντωνυμίες). 

1.  You’re Canadian, so .__________ country is Canada. 

2.  I’m Fred and this is ______________________ brother John. 

3.  We are friends. ______________________ names are Lisa and Emma. 

4.  My friend Elisa is very pretty; _________ eyes are blue and ________ hair is blond and curly. 

5.  Grandpa Jim loves riding. __________ bike is red. 

 

1. b. Complete the sentences with the correct form of the verb “to be”. 

1.  Betty ______________________Spanish. She lives in Madrid. 

2.  “Is your name Nick?” “No, it ______________________. It’s Jordan.” 

3.  The children ______________________ at school today. It’s Sunday! 

4.  My favourite subject ______________________ maths. I love numbers! 

5.   Robert and Michael are brothers. ______________________ from Canberra. 

 

2. Circle the correct form: 

 

1. Tom _____ his room every Saturday. 

 a) tidy  b) tidies 

2. We _____ to the music every day. 

 a) listen  b) listens 

3. Mary usually _____ TV in the evening. 

     a) watch  b) watches 

4. The girls often _____ with dolls.  

 a) play  b) plays 

5. I _____ in the pool on Sundays. 

       a) swim  b) swims 

6. She  _____ their homework every day. 

     a) do  b) does 

 

3. Put the words in the right order: 

 

a.  3  o’clock/ always /Helen/ school/ at/ finishes  

_________________________________________ 

 

b. sometimes/Peter /school/ goes/ by bus/ to.         

_________________________________________ 

 

c. in/ Jimmy/ doesn’t/ breakfast/ have/ usually/ morning / the 

_____________________________________ 

 

d. secrets / never /Mary/ keeps.        

_________________________________________ 
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e. Do/afternoons/ you /drink / tea/ in/ the/ often?  

__________________________________________ 

 

4. Fill in the gaps with the right prepositions of time: on/ in/ at 

 

a. He always gets up _____ seven o’clock in the morning. 

b. Sharon’s birthday is ___________ the 2nd of July. 

c. My grandmother was born in _______ 1953. 

d. In Canada, it usually snows _______ the winter.  

e. We love going for a picnic ______ Sundays. 

f. My brother usually goes to bed late ______ night.  

 

5.  Choose the correct item. 

 1. There is little/few cola in the bottle. 

 2. There’s very few/ little butter left. We can’t make the cake! 

 3. How much/many flour is there in the cupboard? 

 4. There are a few/ a little apples in the fridge. You can make your apple pie. 

 5. Mary has got a lot of/ a little books in her bookcase. 

 

6. Choose the right form of the adjectives:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. This restaurant is the most / more expensive in the city. 

2. My car is faster/ fastest than yours. I have a Lamborghini. 

3. Jane is the taller/ tallest student in the class. 

4. Chips are tastiest/ tastier than broccoli. 

5. The weather in Alaska is colder/ coldest than in Greece. 

6. Tokyo is the bigger/biggest city in the world.  

7. I hate maths! I believe they’re worse/worst than physics.  

8. I am shorter / shortest than my brother. 


